Critical analysis of an oncolytic herpesvirus encoding granulocyte-macrophage colony stimulating factor for the treatment of malignant melanoma
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Abstract: Oncolytic viruses that selectively lyse tumor cells with minimal damage to normal cells are a new area of therapeutic development in oncology. An attenuated herpesvirus encoding the granulocyte-macrophage colony stimulating factor (GM-CSF), known as talimogene laherparepvec (T-VEC), has been identified as an attractive oncolytic virus for cancer therapy based on preclinical tumor studies and results from early-phase clinical trials and a large randomized Phase III study in melanoma. In this review, we discuss the basic biology of T-VEC, describe the role of GM-CSF as an immune adjuvant, summarize the preclinical data, and report the outcomes of published clinical trials using T-VEC. The emerging data suggest that T-VEC is a safe and potentially effective antitumor therapy in malignant melanoma and represents the first oncolytic virus to demonstrate therapeutic activity against human cancer in a randomized, controlled Phase III study.
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Introduction

Oncolytic viruses represent a novel form of cancer therapy that are uniquely designed to treat established tumors and are usually injected directly into tumors, obviating the need to have defined tumor-associated antigens. Oncolytic virotherapy has three unique features relating to mechanism and immunity that make it a promising frontier in the treatment of cancer. First, oncolytic viruses provide a means for highly selective targeting to tumor cells. This occurs in some cases through innate properties of native viral particles that may be trophic for tumor cells or able to selectively replicate in tumor cells where there is an abundance of nucleic acids or where the endogenous antiviral response is impaired. In other cases, oncolytic viruses can be engineered through deletion of nonessential viral genes or insertion of tumor targeting sequences to provide the virus with the property of either tumor-selective infection or tumor-selective replication. The second critical feature of oncolytic viruses is their ability to induces tumor cell lysis. Viruses with lytic potential that selectively replicate in tumor cells readily induce cell death, and progeny viral particles may then be able to enter nearby cells, resulting in a cascade of infection and cell lysis within an established tumor mass. The third mechanism that oncolytic viruses utilize to treat cancer is induction of local and systemic antitumor immunity. Local lysis of tumor cells will initiate a local immune response wherein antigen-presenting cells will take up dying tumor cells,
tumor antigens, and viral particles to activate a local immune response. These responses can initiate antigen-specific tumor rejection and may also promote a bystander effect in which local release of perforins and granzyme B by activated T-cells and natural killer cells can kill uninfected tumor cells. In some cases, the infection can lead to generation of systemic tumor-specific immunity, which can then mediate tumor rejection at sites distant from the oncolytic virus injection. Thus, oncolytic viruses provide a highly selective method for targeting tumor cells and promote direct lytic destruction of the tumor and initiation of patient-specific, tumor-specific, and antigen-specific antitumor immunity.

To date, several native and genetically modified viruses have been utilized as oncolytic agents for cancer therapy. These include adenoviruses, poxviruses, herpesviruses, reoviruses, coxsackieviruses, Newcastle disease virus, and others. These oncolytic viruses have demonstrated therapeutic activity against cancer in murine tumor models and many have entered into early-phase clinical trials. An attenuated herpesvirus encoding granulocyte-macrophage colony stimulating factor (GM-CSF), known as talimogene laherparepvec (T-VEC), has been extensively evaluated in clinical trials, including a prospective, multi-institutional, randomized Phase III study. T-VEC is optimized for tumor-selective replication, minimal pathogenicity, and induction of immune responses through local production of GM-CSF. This review describes the basic biology of T-VEC, characterizes the preclinical and clinical studies, discusses the role of GM-CSF expressed from T-VEC, provides a critical analysis of the role of T-VEC in the treatment of melanoma, and suggests potential future directions for research and development.

### Basic biology of T-VEC

T-VEC is based on a herpes simplex type 1 virus (HSV-1). HSV-1 is a member of the alphaherpesvirus family and contains a large 152 kb, double-stranded DNA genome. The genome consists of two covalently linked components, designated as long (L) and short (S). Each component consists of unique sequences bracketed by inverted repeats (Figure 1A). The DNA exists in a central capsid that is surrounded by a glycoprotein-rich envelope. Between the capsid and the envelope is the tegument, which carries certain viral proteins into infected cells to aid the priming of target cells for productive infection. The virus infects mucosal epithelial cells and utilizes a variety of receptors for cell entry, including herpesvirus entry mediator and various nectins. Herpesvirus entry mediator is a tumor necrosis factor superfamily member with expression on natural killer and cluster of differentiation (CD)8+ T-cells. Herpesvirus entry mediator is also expressed at lower levels on CD4+ T-cells, dendritic cells, B-cells, fibroblasts, and epithelial cells. Nectins are part of the immunoglobulin gene superfamily and are expressed on a variety of cell types, including epithelial cells, neurons, and fibroblasts. The ability to use a number of different receptors, at least one of which is expressed on most cell types, means that HSV can enter a very wide variety of cell types, including most cancers. Following infection of a permissive cell type, the virus replicates in the host cell nucleus but does not integrate into the genome, so there is no risk of insertional mutagenesis.

The lytic cycle consists of a cascade of gene expression typically resulting in replication, lysis of the infected cell, and release of viral progeny within 15 hours. In the in vivo human situation, herpes simplex infection begins with exposure...
to mucosal surfaces followed by infection of the axonal termini of sensory neurons. This results in transport to the cell body in the spinal ganglia where latency is established, with reactivation occurring usually infrequently thereafter, months to years later.\textsuperscript{4} Approximately 60\%–80\% of the human population has antibodies to HSV-1, and therefore probably harbor latent HSV, although only a small proportion regularly if ever reactivate the virus to show symptoms of the disease.\textsuperscript{5}

HSV-1 causes the typical “cold sore” or fever blister. Rarely, infection with HSV can cause more serious complications such as retinitis or encephalitis.\textsuperscript{5} During latency, the virus does not replicate, but remains in a dormant state during which it only expresses RNA species, named latency-associated transcripts, from a small portion of the genome. The functions of these latency-associated transcripts still remain largely unknown, although roles in neuronal survival and transcriptional regulation through micro (mi)RNA expression seem likely.\textsuperscript{6,7} While the mechanisms resulting in HSV reactivation are not well understood, recurrence is often associated with various kinds of stress, such as exposure to ultraviolet light, fever, or hormonal changes.\textsuperscript{4} Following viral reactivation, viral particles travel in an antegrade fashion to epithelial cells at the site of the initial infection (usually the oral mucosa for HSV-1 or the genital mucosa for HSV-2), where the characteristic herpetic lesions occur. HSV-1 is immunogenic and induces neutralizing antibodies and a T-cell response, and thus entry into a latent state where no viral proteins are expressed enables the virus to hide from the immune system and persist in the long-term, assumed to usually be for the lifetime of the host.\textsuperscript{8}

T-VEC (formerly known as OncoVEX\textsuperscript{GM-CSF}) is an attenuated strain of HSV-1 encoding human GM-CSF and has been extensively evaluated as an oncolytic cancer therapeutic in preclinical models and in clinical trials. T-VEC is derived from the new HSV strain, JS1, and is attenuated by deletion of nonessential genes encoding the HSV proteins ICP (infected cell protein) 34.5 and ICP47, modified to express GM-CSF, and expresses US (unique short) 11 as an immediate early gene (Figure 1B). As discussed below, the genetic modifications in T-VEC limit viral pathogenesis in normal tissues, while allowing selective replication in tumor tissues and enhancing the immunogenicity of infected cells.

Activation of the type 1 interferon (IFN-α/β) signaling cascade is central to cellular defense following HSV-1 infection.\textsuperscript{9} One of the many activities regulated by IFNs is induction of protein kinase R synthesis. Upon detection of viral RNA, protein kinase R is activated via dimerization and autophosphorylation.\textsuperscript{10} Activated protein kinase R regulates cellular RNA translation via phosphorylation of the alpha subunit of eukaryotic initiation factor 2 (eIF2), and also induces apoptosis and autophagy. Collectively, these processes protect the infected cell by blocking viral protein synthesis prior to completion of the viral life cycle, inducing death of the infected cell, sequestering viral DNA, and presenting viral antigens to initiate an adaptive immune response.\textsuperscript{9,11–15} Thus, the response of normal cells to HSV-1 infection drives both intracellular and systemic responses designed to limit viral replication and damage to normal cells, and to clear infection both locally and systemically.

The HSV-1 protein ICP34.5 has a number of identified activities, including viral evasion of the host antiviral defense mediated by protein kinase R. Specifically, the C-terminal domain of ICP34.5 recruits protein phosphatase 1 and dephosphorylates the alpha subunit of eIF2, thereby restoring protein translation and thus viral replication. Through a separate binding region, ICP34.5 can also bind Beclin-1 to interfere with autophagy and immune-mediated clearance of virally infected cells.\textsuperscript{16–19}

Because T-VEC has been engineered to be functionally deficient in ICP34.5, normal cells infected with this virus should be fully competent to mount an effective antiviral defense. In contrast with normal cells, tumors are often impaired in various pathways affecting host immunity or translational control, including the IFN/protein kinase R response, so may be impaired in their ability to mount an effective antiviral defense even in the absence of ICP34.5.\textsuperscript{20–25} Other functions of ICP34.5 that may contribute to HSV-1 replication and virulence include binding to proliferating cell nuclear antigen and blocking viral egress.\textsuperscript{26–28} Whether and how these functional characteristics contribute to preferential viral replication in and destruction of cancer cells is not fully established; however, available nonclinical pharmacology models and toxicology studies confirm tumor-selective destruction in animals and humans exposed to ICP34.5-deficient HSV-1.\textsuperscript{29–31}

In addition to conferring tumor-selective replication, ICP34.5 underlies the neurovirulence of HSV-1, and HSV-1 strains lacking ICP34.5 are 10,000-fold to 1,000,000-fold less neurovirulent than wild-type HSV-1.\textsuperscript{32–35} Although the precise mechanisms for ICP34.5-mediated neurovirulence have not been established, ICP34.5 can bind Beclin-1, a key regulator of autophagy, and Beclin binding domain-deficient HSV-1 demonstrates enhanced autophagy activity and adaptive immune responses, and reduced neurovirulence as compared with wild-type HSV-1.\textsuperscript{17} These results indicate...
that, by binding Beclin-1, ICP34.5 may drive neurovirulence by reducing autophagy and impairing systemic antiviral immunity.¹⁹

In wild-type HSV-1, ICP47 impairs transporter associated with antigen presentation (TAP) and blocks the transport of antigenic peptides, and subsequent CD8+ T cell immunity.³⁶⁻³⁹ Removal of ICP47 thus permits proper antigen processing (for both viral and tumor antigens) and is intended to aid the generation of a productive T-cell adaptive immune response. Additionally, deletion of ICP47 increases viral growth in tumor cells through modulation of the herpes US11 promoter, which results in immediate-early, rather than late, US11 gene expression.⁴⁰ US11 expression appears to restore efficient replication of ICP34.5-deficient HSV-1 in tumors, without restoring neurovirulence or loss of tumor selectivity.⁴¹ T-VEC also encodes human GM-CSF, which is thought to enhance immunogenicity through activation of local macrophages and dendritic cells, resulting in an enhanced cellular immune response both locally and systemically.³¹

**Role of GM-CSF in T-VEC immunotherapy**

While T-VEC incorporates local GM-CSF production in the treatment strategy, the general role of GM-CSF as monotherapy or adjuvant therapy for melanoma is controversial, and merits brief review. More complete reviews of GM-CSF as a cancer therapy are available elsewhere.⁴²⁻⁴⁴ GM-CSF is an immune-modulating cytokine that stimulates macrophage activation, recruits peripheral blood monocytes, and activates dendritic cells, promoting antigen presentation and development of a T-cell-mediated immune response. The theoretical rationale for including GM-CSF as part of the oncolytic virus therapy strategy is that virus-induced lysis of tumor cells will attract host macrophages and dendritic cells to the tumor microenvironment, where these professional antigen-presenting cells will engulf dying tumor cells and initiate antigen presentation of viral antigens and potentially tumor-associated antigens. This process can be enhanced by high levels of local GM-CSF, which can promote loco-regional, and possibly systemic, adaptive immune responses against the injected tumor cells.

Although GM-CSF is controversial for the immunotherapy of cancer, the cytokine plays an important role in the recruitment and regulation of antigen-presenting cells, such as dendritic cells.⁴⁵ Thus, addition of GM-CSF as an adjuvant to a vaccine or oncolytic immunotherapy might be expected to have a beneficial impact on induction of tumor-specific immunity. In the case of T-VEC, the virus infects tumor cells, resulting in cell death and release of potential tumor-associated antigens. Dying cells and soluble antigen could be taken up by local dendritic cells and other antigen-presenting cells for presentation to T-cells in draining lymph nodes. This could then prime a T-cell response capable of tumor cell recognition at both injected and noninjected sites. This was the rationale for including GM-CSF in the viral backbone, and the improved therapeutic response of herpesviruses containing GM-CSF has been confirmed in preclinical tumor models, as detailed below.

**Preclinical data supporting T-VEC in immunotherapy for cancer**

A series of preclinical studies contributed to the development of T-VEC. The JS1 strain of HSV-1 was selected for vector development based on in vitro studies suggesting superior tumor cell killing and at lower doses than observed with other strains, such as the laboratory strain HSV-1 17 syn+.²⁹ Additional in vitro studies comparing HSV-1 17 syn+ and JS1 strains, both deficient in the ICP34.5 neurovirulence factor (ICP34.5−), demonstrated that JS1/ICP34.5− was superior at killing a number of tumor cell lines compared with HSV-1 17 syn+/ICP34.5+. The cell lines in which JS1/ICP34.5−-induced superior killing included colorectal adenocarcinoma, prostate adenocarcinoma, malignant melanoma, and glioblastoma.²⁹ T-VEC is less virulent than wild-type HSV-1, which was confirmed in vitro and in vivo by demonstrating limited growth in cell cultures known to support growth of wild-type HSV-1, and by the absence of pathogenicity when injected into mice via intravenous or subcutaneous injection (Coffin, unpublished observations, 2010). The absence of productive replication in normal eukaryotic cells confers a significant advantage to this strain as a therapy for patients with cancer.²⁹ T-VEC demonstrated approximately 10,000-fold less neurovirulence at the estimated LD₅₀ (lethal dose to 50% of patients) following intracerebral injection as compared with that reported for wild-type HSV-1 (MacLean et al, unpublished observations, 1991).

Deletion of ICP47 resulted in enhanced major histocompatibility complex class I expression in infected human breast cancer cell lines.²⁹ The JS1/ICP34.5−/ICP47− attenuated strain also resulted in enhanced therapeutic activity against established tumors, including HT-29 colon adenocarcinoma, Fadu (hypopharyngeal) carcinoma, and U87MG glioma, in nude Balb/c mice.²⁹ Recent pharmacologic data using in vitro tumor cell killing assays indicate broad antitumor activity across a range of solid tumor types, but not in hematologic malignancies (Amgen, unpublished data, 2013). Deletion of
ICP47 alters the expression of US11 from late to immediate early, as described previously. Based on these murine models, it is thought that this early expression of US11 contributes to the enhanced tumor lysis seen with the ICP47− strain, given that ICP47 does not function in mice.29 Using a strain of JS1/ICP34.5−/ICP47− encoding murine GM-CSF, superior therapeutic activity was observed in a bilateral flank tumor model using the A20 cell line. In this model, tumors established in the right flank were injected with JS1/ICP34.5−/ICP47− or JS1/ICP34.5−/ICP47−/murine (m) GM-CSF, and the lesions on the left flank were not injected. While the injected tumors showed comparable regression, the contralateral noninjected tumors in the left flank showed regression only in mice treated with JS1/ICP34.5−/ICP47−/mGM-CSF virus. Splenocytes cultured from JS1/ICP34.5−/ICP47−/mGM-CSF virus-treated animals had higher IFN-γ expression in vitro, suggesting an augmentation of cellular immunity.29 Based on these studies, the JS1/ICP34.5−/ICP47− virus encoding human GM-CSF was generated for clinical trials.

**Clinical data for oncolytic herpesvirus encoding GM-CSF**

In a Phase I clinical trial, T-VEC was administered to 30 patients with melanoma, breast, gastrointestinal, or head and neck malignancies with accessible subcutaneous or cutaneous metastases.45 The study was designed to evaluate the safety profile, dosing regimen, and objective response rate of the vaccine. Thirteen patients received single doses of 10^6, 10^7, or 10^8 plaque-forming units (pfu)/mL and 17 patients received various multidose regimens. Local erythema, inflammation, and pyrexia were the most common side effects across all doses. HSV-seronegative patients developed more severe local injection site reactions. The major dose-limiting toxicity was local injection site reactions and, based on these, 10^7 pfu/mL was determined to be the maximum tolerated dose in seronegative patients. HSV-naïve patients who received a single dose of 10^6 pfu/mL seroconverted and were then able to tolerate subsequent doses of 10^6 pfu/mL, establishing this as a safe and tolerable dosing regimen for future studies. Viral clearance was also evaluated by injection site swabs. Virus was detected at the injection site up to 2 weeks post-injection in patients receiving a single dose, supporting the 2–3-week dosing schedule that was implemented in the multidose cohorts.

Post-treatment biopsies of injected lesions suggested that T-VEC could induce significant tumor necrosis. In the above Phase I trial, a subset of 19 post-treatment biopsies contained residual tumor. Of these, 14/19 had evidence of tumor necrosis or apoptosis. These same biopsies were then stained for the presence of HSV. All 14 specimens containing significant tumor necrosis also stained positive for HSV, while HSV was rarely detected in non-necrotic or non-tumor tissue. Additionally, non-tumor tissue evaluated in these biopsies did not show any evidence of necrosis. These post-treatment biopsies support both the biological effectiveness and tumor-specific effects of the injections. In this Phase I trial, stable disease was noted in 3/26 patients for whom follow-up data were available, with no patients having a complete or partial response during the study period.

A Phase II clinical trial of T-VEC evaluated 50 patients with unresectable stage III or IV melanoma receiving 10^6 pfu/mL T-VEC injections followed 3 weeks later by 10^8 pfu/mL T-VEC given by intratumoral administration every 2 weeks for up to 24 treatments. Safety parameters, clinical activity, and survival were reported based on a median follow-up of 18 months. In this trial, the vaccine was again well tolerated, with toxicity limited to low-grade fever and local injection site reactions, noted in 85% of patients. Although not a primary outcome in this study, injection sites were also swabbed for evidence of viral shedding. Consistent with the findings of the Phase I trial, only one swab from one patient (from a total of 28 patients who provided swab samples) was positive at any time point tested.

In this Phase II study, eight patients (16%) had progressive disease before receiving four injections and were subsequently removed from the study. The overall objective response rate among the remaining patients was 26%, with eight patients having a complete response and an additional five patients having a partial response by standard Response Evaluation Criteria In Solid Tumors criteria. Two additional patients were rendered disease-free by surgical resection (i.e., a surgical complete response). One-year survival was 58% for all patients, and 40% in a subgroup analysis of stage IVc patients, with a median survival of >16 months in all the patients. Among patients who had a partial response, complete response, or surgical complete response, the 1-year survival was 93%.

A dose-escalation, open-label Phase I/II trial of 17 patients with stage III or IV squamous cell carcinoma of the head and neck was conducted to evaluate the combined effect of T-VEC and chemoradiation on locoregional disease control. All patients were treated with an initial dose of 10^6 pfu/mL T-VEC followed by three doses of either 10^6 pfu/mL, 10^7 pfu/mL, or 10^8 pfu/mL T-VEC by intratumoral injection.46 The primary endpoint was safety and secondary endpoints
included response rate, relapse rate, and survival. In this study, all patients completed the dosing schedule without dose-limiting toxicity, supporting the safety and tolerability of the injections in patients with squamous cell carcinoma of the head and neck. All patients experienced at least one adverse event that was considered treatment-related, although 86% of these events were grade I or II. More severe adverse events (grade III or IV) were noted during the study period, but were determined by the investigators to be unrelated to treatment. Across all treatment cohorts, 4/17 (23.5%) patients had a complete response and 10/17 (58.8%) had a partial response. The locoregional control rate was 100% at all doses. Disease-specific survival was 82.4% and overall survival was 70.6% at a median follow-up of 29 months. The results of this small trial support the safety and tolerability of T-VEC in patients with squamous cell carcinoma of the head and neck, and suggest a potential therapeutic benefit of this agent in combination with chemotherapy and radiation treatment.

Based on the safety profile and encouraging clinical responses seen in these early trials, a multi-institutional, prospective, randomized Phase III clinical trial has been conducted in 439 patients enrolled with unresectable stage IIIb, IIIc, or IV melanoma. Melanoma is considered to be a highly immunogenic cancer based on the identification of defined melanoma-associated antigens, the infrequent regression of both primary lesions and metastatic disease, and the therapeutic response to immunotherapy agents, such as high-dose interleukin-(IL)-2 and ipilimumab (an anti-cytotoxic T lymphocyte-associated antigen 4 [CTLA] monoclonal antibody) for stage IV melanoma. The inherent immunogenicity of melanoma has made vaccine development a major goal, and recently a prospective, randomized clinical trial did demonstrate an improvement in progression-free survival for patients treated with a human leukocyte antigen (HLA)-A2-restricted gp (glycoprotein)100 peptide vaccine administered with high-dose IL-2 compared with IL-2 alone. Eligible patients with accessible lesions measuring at least 1 cm were randomized in a 2:1 fashion to T-VEC, administered at an initial dose of 10^6 pfu/mL followed by 10^6 pfu/mL every 2 weeks for up to 24 doses by intratumoral injection, or to recombinant GM-CSF, administered at 125 μg/kg by subcutaneous injection every 14 days in each 28-day cycle. In the treatment arm, all accessible lesions could be injected (up to 4 cc of virus per visit) and any new lesions that developed while patients were enrolled could also be injected. Patients were removed from the study if they had a complete response, developed predefined high-grade toxicity, or had significant disease progression. Patients were monitored with complete body imaging, and the primary endpoint was a durable disease response lasting at least 6 months. Secondary endpoints were disease-free and overall survival. Duration of response and quality of life parameters were also collected as part of the protocol.

The study completed accrual in June 2011 and follow-up is ongoing. There were 436 patients in the intent-to-treat population. Based on the 2:1 randomization scheme, 295 (68%) patients received T-VEC and 141 (32%) received GM-CSF. The median age of the patients was 63 years and 57% were male. Of the 436 patients, 30% had stage III, 37% had stage IV M1a, 21% had stage IV M1b, and 22% had stage IV M1c disease. T-VEC was well tolerated, with fatigue, chills, and fever being the most commonly reported adverse events. Serious adverse events were reported in 26% of T-VEC patients and 13% of GM-CSF patients. Individual grade III or greater events accounted for less than 3% of the adverse events in either arm. The primary endpoint was durable response rate, defined as partial or complete response measured within 12 months of starting treatment and duration of this response for at least 6 months once achieved. The durable response rate was 16% in the T-VEC arm compared with 2% in the GM-CSF arm (P < 0.0001). Improvement in durable response rate was seen for T-VEC-treated patients at all stages, but was most pronounced for stage III and IV M1a patients. In this subset of patients, there was a 33% and 16% durable response rate, respectively, for T-VEC patients, compared with 0% and 2% responders amongst patients treated with GM-CSF. The reason why T-VEC may be better in stage III/IV M1a patients is not known. T-VEC induces antitumor activity through a direct lytic effect and induction of antitumor immunity. It is possible that the lytic effect may be more prominent or potent and, thus, earlier-stage lesions, which are generally more accessible for direct injection, might respond better. The immune response may also require intact host immunity, which becomes weakened as the disease progresses. Thus, induction of tumor immunity may also be more challenging in advanced disease. Further work is needed to clarify why these earlier tumors respond better, but this may also be very promising as it may prevent patients with earlier-stage disease from progressing to advanced disease or delay disease progression.

The best overall response rate was 26% for patients treated with T-VEC compared with 6% for subjects receiving GM-CSF. The interim overall survival demonstrates a trend favoring T-VEC (hazard ratio 0.79; 95% confidence interval 0.61–1.02), but final survival data are not mature at the time
of this report. Results of clinical data currently available for T-VEC are summarized in Table 1.

### Induction of antitumor immunity by T-VEC

Analysis of a subset of patients enrolled in the Phase II clinical trial in melanoma confirmed the presence of local and distant antitumor immune responses following administration of T-VEC. Eleven patients underwent biopsy after their sixth intratumoral injection, and tissue was compared with that of uninjected patients with metastatic melanoma. Additionally, peripheral blood mononuclear cells were collected from study patients, non-study melanoma patients, and healthy controls. Following treatment, tumors demonstrated extensive necrosis and lymphocyte infiltration compared with melanomas that were not injected with T-VEC. T-cells present among tumor-infiltrating lymphocytes revealed a higher proportion of activated (CD45RO+) and antigen-specific (melanoma antigen recognized by T-cells 1 [MART 1]) T-cells compared with peripheral blood mononuclear cell-derived T-cells. Further analysis found that, among tumor-infiltrating lymphocytes, there was an increased number of CD8+ T-cells expressing CD25, HLA-DR, and PD (programmed death)-1 compared with peripheral blood mononuclear cells in the same patient. Tumor-infiltrating lymphocytes also contained an increase in T-cells expressing perforin and granzyme B. In addition, injected lesions demonstrated a decrease in regulatory T-cells, suppressor CD8+FoxP3+ T-cells, and myeloid-derived suppressor cells. These findings suggest that there is induction of local activated T-cell responses and inhibition of immune suppressive factors following T-VEC administration.

Evaluation of tumor cells from injected and noninjected lesions in the same patient revealed a qualitatively similar response at both sites, with a predominant MART-1-specific CD8+ T-cell response. There was, however, a quantitative difference, with fewer activated MART-1-specific T-cells and more regulatory CD4+FoxP3+ T-cells in noninjected tumor sites compared with injected lesions. While more research is needed to better understand the mechanisms through which antitumor immunity is induced with T-VEC, these data do support the presence of a cell-mediated, antigen-specific antitumor immune response in patients treated with T-VEC.

### Critical analysis and future directions

The Phase III clinical trial is the first prospective, randomized, clinical trial to demonstrate a clinical benefit of an oncolytic virus in the treatment of human cancer. Further work is needed to better understand this vector’s antitumor effects through investigation of how the virus both mediates cell death and induces antitumor immunity. There is some evidence supporting a role for immune induction and so a natural next step would be to consider combining T-VEC with other immunotherapy strategies, especially those designed to promote expansion of CD8+ T-cell responses, such as the anti-CTLA-4 (ipilimumab), anti-PD-1, or anti-PD ligand 1 (L1) monoclonal antibodies. In fact, a Phase I/II clinical trial of T-VEC and ipilimumab is already in progress.

Another potential approach is to evaluate the role of T-VEC as neoadjuvant therapy, particularly in patients with in-transit metastases. These patients are often difficult to treat, and given the particularly strong effects observed in the unresectable stage III melanoma patients in the Phase III clinical trial, a study of T-VEC in patients with in-transit melanoma metastasis would be warranted. In addition, T-VEC could be tested in other tumor types and with other standard cancer therapeutics, as supported by the high response rate.

### Table 1 Phase I, II, and III clinical trials of talimogene laherparepvec

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>Phase (number enrolled)</th>
<th>Tumor type</th>
<th>Available results</th>
<th>PMID</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hu et al54</td>
<td>Phase I (30)</td>
<td>Melanoma, breast, gastrointestinal, head and neck Melanoma</td>
<td>3/26 evaluable patients had SD</td>
<td>17121894</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Senzer et al51</td>
<td>Phase II (50)</td>
<td>Melanoma</td>
<td>10⁷ pfu/mL determined as maximum tolerated dose</td>
<td>19884534</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harrington et al46</td>
<td>Phase III (17)</td>
<td>Squamous cell of head and neck Melanoma</td>
<td>85% of patients with toxicity limited to fever and local injection site reactions</td>
<td>20670951</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andtbacka et al51</td>
<td>Phase III (436)</td>
<td>Melanoma</td>
<td>26% ORR</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviations: SD, stable disease; pfu/mL, plaque-forming unit per milliliter; ORR, objective response rate; CR, complete response; PR, partial response; PMID, PubMed identification number.
observed in the previously discussed Phase I/II trial of head and neck cancer patients. In addition to head and neck cancer, T-VEC could potentially be utilized for other tumors, provided the tumors are accessible for direct injection. The use of interventional radiology or surgical approaches to identify tumor masses for injection could potentially allow any tumor to be evaluated for treatment with an oncolytic virus. Intravenous injection is also possible but, to date, no clinical trials have been conducted to determine the safety and feasibility of an intravenous approach. Different tumors may have different lytic responses to virus delivery based on the innate antiviral response of the parent tumor, changes within the transformed cells, and impact of other oncogene and tumor suppressor gene activity within specific tumor types. The mechanism of T-VEC-induced cytotoxicity and the status of the tumor antiviral cell response should be a high priority for future investigation.

One of the most notable and desirable features of T-VEC is the relatively mild toxicity profile of the treatment, especially when compared with cytotoxic chemotherapy, radiation therapy, and other forms of systemic immunotherapy. Long-term follow-up of patients is needed to ensure that there are no signs of latent infection or late development of side effects. A registry trial for patients treated with T-VEC is available and should provide this information in the future. The combination of safety, patient tolerability, and potential therapeutic benefit makes this a promising therapy in patients with advanced cancer.

To date, the virus has generally been given only to clinically accessible cutaneous, subcutaneous, and nodal tumors. Given the acceptable safety profile, it may be possible to consider injection of visceral lesions by utilizing ultrasound or computed tomography guidance for tumor access. In fact, a Phase I clinical trial was conducted in patients with pancreatic cancer where T-VEC was given by endoscopic ultrasound-guided injection. Although results from this trial have not been published, the treatment was well tolerated and clinical activity was seen at the highest dose given (Coffin, personal communication, 2013). There will also be a need to educate clinicians on the proper preparation and administration of this agent, as this is fundamentally different from other forms of treatment that utilize standard infusions or oral delivery methods. The lack of viral shedding, however, suggests that the virus can be safely given in the ambulatory setting by trained personnel.

The Phase III clinical trial results provide evidence of a clinical benefit for T-VEC in the treatment of patients with advanced melanoma. These represent the first successful clinical results for an oncolytic virus in the treatment of cancer, and should inspire new research with other oncolytic viruses and enable further research into understanding the molecular and cellular mechanisms through which these novel agents mediate antitumor activity.
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